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The large body of material already in print which 
describes the experimental observations of vibrations in 
membranes does not warrant the addition of mere descriptions 
to the classical theory of vibrations. One is, i.n fact, led 
immediately to assume agreerrent with the conclusion that the 
experimental disagreements with theory are due simply to 
overidealizations of the equations of motion& Some such over-
idealized notions are : The definition of the membrane as an 
infinitely thin nondissi.pative homogeneous lamina;l the 
assumption that the restoring force is due to a uniform and 
constant tension; and the disregard of the longitudinal com-
ponent of tension ( and hence of long1tudinal displacement and 
velocity) as negligible. 
Most experiments with vibrating membranes have been to 
achieve approxima. t:'i.ons of the above conditions for the purpose 
of securing measurable wave elements in terms of stationary 
waves established by r•eflection from the boundary. Yet none 
of the published reports seem to indicate anyone's having made 
the inte:r•esting 11 mia take II of p:rodue ing an apparent standing 
wave pattern without reflection from the boundary. Thus, in-
stead of striving for improved reflection "'to satisfy theoretical 
1. See Rayleigh, J.W.S., The ~~eo~z of Sound, (London,1926) 
I, P. 306 
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predlctions, we have in our research establ:lshed a pheno-
mena similar in appearance to the stationary wave1 where 
absence of the reflected transverse wave is assured. 
This absence of a reflected wave is observable to the 
naked eye and by microscopic inspection of the motions of 
the salt particles on the membrane. 1l1his effect is recorded 
on the photographic plates in the text exhibiting cases of 
apparent stationary wave pattern response limited to a central 
region of the membrane.. In this effect is embodied the 
"infinite membrane" concept incorporated :tn the title. It 
is hoped that the suggested methods of approach to this 
problem might yield enlightment for the investigation of 
other similar vibrating systems. 
1. According to Rayleigh, 11 Vibra.ttons are called station-
ary when the motion of ea.ah particle of the system is proport-
ional to some function of time the same for all particles. u The 
most general kind of stationary vi.bra1;1on may be regarded as due 
to the superposition of equal progressive vibrations whose direct-
ions of propagation are opposed. Conversely, two stationary 
vi.brations may combine into a. progressive one.. See ibid., p.349 
MA1rERIALS AND CONS1rRUCTION OF1 APPARATUS 
MATERIALS AND CONS'rHUCTION OF' APPARATUS 
The membrane system was constructed on a 3' .x lt 1 (insid.e 
measurement) frame 11dt.rJ nylon as the vibralj.ne; medium. The frame 
was of 2 11 x 411 oak wood, panelled around the top edge v-rith slanted 
whi.te pine over \Yhich the nylon membrane was stretched. The membrane 
vras first stapled near the outside of the slant upper edB"e of the 
frame, a.nd. ter1sion was then increased by tacking a wood strip aloni:: 
the :inside edge of the slanted top of the frame. In stretching the 
membrane we applied tension manually nith approx:iJnately radial 
symmetry~ This differs from the usual method of stretching the 
membrane on 1 rectangular frame where the tension is convcnt:ionally 
applied on only two orthogonal di.rections,. 'T'he nylon nmter:i.::.1 :t:t,~·;elf 
revealed a slightly greater tensile strength in <me dii:·octiun, bnt. 
otherwide satisfied the desired conditions of uniform:tty in weave and 
flexibility. This d:i.spar:tty did not affect the recorded va]ues since 
all readings were taken along thi;:1 same r~idial linE'. The averare 
thread count was about 120 threads per ir:ch (unstretched),, 
A stHf pin, replac:Lns the diaphragm of a perm.anent maenet-type 
loudspeaker., a.fforded the sinu.sc,idal driving force. 
The variable ·mclio-frec1uency osci.llator was an R.C.A. Feat 
Volts 110-120. 
Watts 1.5. Cycles ~:i0-60. 
The above variablEl oscillator was cal::i .. brated at each tf)St 
frequency against a d frequency 1000 r.J Audio , 
Osclllator Type 213, l No. 6?4. General Radio Co .. , 
u. of L. Labol."'atory No. E-1206. •rhis s ndard frequency 
tuning fork was employed in the comparison method of 
cs.lib.ration requiring the interp:r•etation of Lissajous curves. 
A Type 168 Osoillograph, Allen B. Dumont Laba, Inc., 
Serial No. 552 served as a reliable frequency comparison 
indicator. 
A Knight Phonograph Amplifier was incorporated for the 
purpose of controlling the amplitude of the driving force to 
ensure no reflection of the impressed wave motion. 
Common table salt proved to be the 1uost effective powder 
for indicating the nodal patterns of the observed wave pheno-
mena. Sand, powdered rock smalt, and sawdust were tried with 
less satisfactory results and discarded due to undesirable 
factors of particle size, weight and hardness. 
A microscope (Gaertner 38 M/M EFL) was employed in 
viewing the motion of the salt part:tcles on the membranes and 
in making thread counts. 
The elastic properties of the . nylon were investigated by 
means of a modified Young's Modulus apparatus .. A strip of 
nylon was suspended in the place of the test wire of the 
Young's Modulus experiment. By a suitable system of hang:l.ng 
weights and recording the nsion or the strip the ratio of 
tens ion to elongation was computed. The area density was deter-
mined by means of the laboratory analytical balance. 
Other materials included are as follows: 
1. An Astatio (Roche Salt Crystal) 
Phonograph Car for detecting 
phase changes in longitudinal and 
transverse di.rections. ( T~ cart-
ridge was orientated for discriminate 
detection or the longitudinal wave 
motion. The needle was then bent 
through 90° and the cartridge was 
properly rotated to detect moti.on in 
the transverse direction only.) 
2. An additional amplifier, suitably 
designed to amplify the wave signals 
transmitted from the crystal cartridge 
placed on the membrane surface. 
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
The following observations pertain to the preliminary 
performance of the designed apparatus as previously des-
cribed. 
The wave length of the observed wave moti.on is contin-
uously inversely proportional to the frequency (See photo-
graphic plates). 
r.rh.e sa,l t pattern symmetry is not a function of the 
boundary configuration. (This independence of nodal symmetry 
upon the boundary was aided by the manner of stretching, 
namely, with the end in view·or attaining radial symmetry.) 
This method of applying tension is in contrast to that conven-
tionally employed for rectangular frames, that is, in only 
two perpendicular directions parallel with the boundary faces. 
Somewhat allied to the above observation is the notice-
able dependence of the pattern distinctiveness upon the 
position in which the loudspeaker is orientated. The loud-
speaker pin (the sinusoidal driving force) definitely had a 
greater lateral motion in one direction. This characteristic 
is to be expected from the definite though slight lever-like 
action of the pin support. 
The application of an effective boundary, namely, by 
manual exertion, does not affect the pattern if applied 
outside the observable wave pattern. This observation was 
not made for a similar applieat ion of exertion within the 
pattern. 
Even at nodal pos ona. for the observed wave pattern 
a transverse component of particle (salt) motion is observed. 
The salt particle distribution did not detectably alter 
the nodal pattern symmetry or the distances between the salt 
collections, but tended only to affect the radius of the area 
of response of the membrane to the driving force .. 
Repeated microscopic thread counts revealed very little 
va~iation of the elastic properties of the nylon with respect 
to humidity or temperature conditions. There is no doubt, 
however, that the prolonged stretching and changing of the 
tens ion by the impressed ro:roe at'fected the pattern reprodu-
cibility to some degree. 
It might be stated, superficially, that the observed wave 
patterns conform in grosser details to concentric ellipses, 
and in some eases very closely approximated circles, which 
would be predicted for the classical transverse vibrations 
of a nearly circular membrane. At lower frequencies and 
greater drive the membrane did exhibit familiar patterns due 
to reflection from the boundary. 
METHOD OF APPROACH TO '.eHE PROBLEM 
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METHOD OF APPROACH TO 'IHE: PROBLEM 
The first positive achievement of this project was 
the establishment of an apparent standing wavel propagation 
in an infinite medium.. The maximum wave amplitude is easily 
controlled by means of a suitable amplifier. Damping reduces 
this amplitude satisractorily with a decay in amplitude as a 
function of distance from the impressed driving source. This 
damping is well ind:i.ca ted by the observed motions of the salt 
particles. That the observed pattern is definitely not due to 
reflection is attested to by the continuously inverse :relation-
ship between pattern forim.tion and frequency. It is common 
knowledge that for ou~ effect to be due to reflection the 
distance :from the source to the boundary would have to be 
equal to an integral multiple of one-half the wa. ve length. 
If it is granted that we do have an apparent standing wave 
propagation in an infinite medium, we seek next a valid ex-
planation of our observed phenomena. 
The exhibition of the independence of the pattern form-
ation upon particle distribution eliminates the suggestion 
that any such damping by the particles effects a "virtual 
bounda.ry 0 on the membrane .. 
1. By apparent standing wave we refer to a wave ef'fect which 
is not visibly altered in space with respect to time. The here-
in proposed theory of the true nature of the effect will be 
elar:tfied later. 
Turning to an inspection of the particle motion on the 
membrane one gra the prospective fruitfulness of describ-
ing the complete motions of diffel'ent portions of the membrane 
in terms of the energy imparted to the particles at the sur-
faee. An a.ttempt would then be advanced to quantize the 
vibrating system as satisfying the conditions go·verning the 
particle motions. 
The expressions of the possible motions of the partieles 
in the membrane are derived from a consideration of the 
stresses, strains and vibrations of a deformable body1• 
The equations of motion of an elastic body are given 
• 
L = J,2.,'3 • )A= sheo.r modr. .. dus of elo.sticit.y 
given by 1L = sheQring stress ::.:~ to.o e 
,,.,._ t -•(of~) 
r:7 - o.n c5>Cj 
1. For ·this treatment see Slater and Frank, Mechanics 
(New York, 194?), pp. 206-222. Also see Page, Intro-
duction to Theoretieal P&sios (New York, 1935), pp. 173-179. 
2. Hrater ancl :Prank, op 'cit., p •. 218. 
ol'i OXJ -::. pure strain (she o.ri.ng) 
,\=tension modulus ef e\t1stLcity, ts gc.vel"\ b-y 
K=· -fJ A:j : ,v•·'JJA =- compresstbLli:ty, 
ii. :. dilata:b:cn ::.<:TV=!!! + ~'f-a. + Qh V · · ?)l( 1 X,z. ?;IX3 
This equation of motion :for displa.oement em.ploys 
Hooke's law which in tensor notation is expressed as 
follows: 
,- "\ t:... ~ 0~1< (c.)f; ?>i.i) 
lij = t'-"""l,~ axK + )A oxj +c5xt , 
Ou=~ O(iti oCn,; .for o..thogonoli:ty -
} 
. • nor mo Ii z.ing conditions 
:::: ,L=j . 
::, Ol t;':j 
o<i, j = dired:.i.o n cosLnes 
-10-
The diagonal components of the above form of Hooke's 
law are, 
T= O,+ 2:.)-l)~ + A if; + A~i: 
O = A~~: + (At Z)-l) ~~~ +).g;; 
-11-
,.,. _ . af2./ox2. _ P . .. , _ _L. 
V - - of,/oX, . - OtSSOn s rcnt.O 
:::::. i for most rn~terL~ls , 
Y=Young's modulus. 
Our stated equations of motion may be simplified by 
considering a wave in which dlsplaeemen t is a function of 
distance in one direction only, let us say, of x, only. 
The components of our wave equation then become" 
f' 'tt~• = (A+ ZJJ,) g:~ , (,\+2:j-l) = Y if er is 
neglected. 
= longitudino.l eqv.o.ti.on of mottOI'\. 
,P ~fl = /' ~!,t = t rc.nsveru equaHon ot motion , 
f ~ = JJ. ~. =t ronsverse eqtAo.ti:on of motiol'\ .. at / ax, 
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These equations exhibit two independent types of 
waves. The longitudinal wave can be propagated with a 
velocity c1=~ • The transverse waves are at right 
angles to the direction of propagation and the velocity is 
ct=~. 
In our case we recognize the existsmce of two such 
wa. ves in the m.embr•ane, longitudinal and transverse. These 
are expressed in the following forms: 
{ l -o<x :,,;,r (11) 9 = A cos wt -k1K J e = t:rc:l'\nsve,-s• dis pl tAceme.nt J k, ::. -;("T · · . 
V=-B cos{wb-k.1,X Je~~ long-i.ttA.dif\Ql d;splo.cemen't; k2-'=~, (1.2.) 
These are the two motions of the membrane and hence 
those which may be imparted to the salt particles. 
At each point in t l:la membrane the t:r•ans verse velocity 
will at some time be zero. At each point in the membrane the 
longitudinal veloo ity. will at some time be zero.. At certain 
points in the membrane, there should exist a phase relation-
ship between the longitudinal and transverse waves such that 
the longitudinal and transverse velocities will be zero simul-
taneously. And at sufficiently high frequencies the recurrence 
of such simultaneous zero wave Instantaneous velocities should 
be of sufficient periodicity to establish 11 pseudo-stationa.ryu 
waves. Perhaps a better manner of expressing this phenomena is 
suggested by the observation that there may be vertical separa~ 
tion of the salt rrom the membrane even at the places where it 
collects. Therefore, the salt forms at the places where it 
leaves the screen with zero horizontal velooi ty. This last 
consideration is signif'icant f'or considering the precise 
nature o.f the particle-membrane vib:rating system. 
Returning to the expressions for the displacements and 
velocities of the two waves in the membrane we state, 
• A f ' .L :J.7T X } -IC.X + ~ = -cu Sil'\ W1,,-. ~ e c trAl'lsver.se ~ori; idd velo,i y , 
-= 0 fer f wt - 2x~ } -.:::. M Tl" J Y\ = h,ie9e.r. 
~ -.::.-w8-s:nfwt-,f~ je-,BK::lori~C.ttAet;~I pe\rticle veloci+y ~ (1.4) 
: 0 fo,- t c..,t. - 1 ;~ } -:: 01 ,r > m::: i 111-teg er. 
To determine the spatial quantization fo:r the condit-
ions of observed particle motion, therefore, we eliminate 
wt from the two above terms in the brackets, for oons lder-
ation of the 11 space frequency" portion of the functions, 
2 T1' )( '1 1T'J( 
namely,~ and A1. • 




.J. _ J._. ) _ rrr- VI ( }.. ._ AT ) 
;i...x >-, ;...,. - M-Y\ , or , x=- ~ i\t. _ x:T 
-•1- -~1. 
1. The terms e , e. a:re introduced to satisfy the damped 
nature of the waves, and are the respective damping factors to 
be experimentally determined .. 
It1 term~ of frettuency , X=f (;t-Cc; )· f"e~uenc.y' defines 
posL-t~ons whe..-e fl..e sal+ collects. p= (m-n):integ-er 
CL-=- \/eloci+y of longit.ud'i\"\lll wo..ve pf'ofD.'Ja.tion. 
C-r-= veloe\.ty df ¼.ro.n5\/erse wo.ve ,propac,o.t,on. 
It would then be left to determine the values of c1 
and Ct to check the validity of our spatial quantization 
of the particle-membrane system. 
Anotb.er attempt to explain the particle distributions 
considered the kinetic energy of the membrane waves, which 
$ hould be given by -
K.E.: f (V 2+fi) = i:;mw'-A'). s1n1.(wt-1<,x)+tmc.JB1 si111C<.,i-kll.X).(3,1) 
~) =-- .m, ~,. A1 k1 sin (wi-k,lC)cos{wt-k,X) 
- m w"' 81 k1. si11 (wt-ka.X) cos(wt - k~x) = 0 
for minimum value if 02(K.E.) > 0 ax'- . 
a(k.E,) - -"'"A,. )· rnwl.Bi. . 1....l. k ) ax - - "'z . sin 1 (c.c,l'"' k,X -~ sin~ Cw..-- z K 
.::0:: R,i'1 ~(wi--k",X)+ sin~(wt-l'(~X)· 
A2 k R = 8 t R"z. 
r.rhe conditions satisfying the above minima. are, 
(3. 'Z.) 
(3. 3) 
I.wt -2. k1x =-0± z \'\'IT > o.nd ~wt- Zk,.x::;: 0± ~n,,i,r, (3,-f) 
or, wt -= k 1 X ± 'f\1i ,:;. k,_ X .:t YrilT. . X: ~n (~~ -~r }• (3,5) 
lkis result o.~rees w 11~¼ia¼- of our f:~+ coVJsicler°'+ior,. 
Expanding equation (3.'5), we obtain 
oCl<. E.) _ R . ,., .i.. v R ..L , a X - ~ l'n ..... (,U~ c.os ';2. "I X - cos '2.o:n;· s In ~ KI)( 
+ si" ~wt cos ~ 1-rt.X - c::cs z~t sin~ ki. '>C= o • (4.1) 
Collecting coefficients sin -Zwt and cos '1wt , we 
(4.1..) 
obtain sin 2wt ( R cos ~k1x + c.os~k't_x)- cos ~wt (Rsin tk',>e+sin~k'1x)~o 
cf R cos ~k,X+ Cos21<1X:: coszwt, 
R sin t k, 'I(+ sin t k,.x :::. -siV\ tw-t... 
Other eondi tions satisfying equation (1.i) are, 
R cos tl<,x + cos z k~x = o, 
R s,i, ~klx + si"' 2 k,. x = o 
Dividing these equations, w• 9&t 
cot z k,X = cot z.11,.X , or, 
This ~esult predicts exactly twice as many positions 











result also includes the same points 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS, 
the Velocity of Longitudinal 
tion in the Membrane in Terms 
c Properties of the Material 
-16-
The velocity of propagation of' the longitudinal wave 
is given as C1 =Jf , Y = Young's Modulus a(~~~es):f' = 
density _(~::,) Young's Modulus is defined by Hooke I s law 
as the ratio of the ied stress to the resulting exten-
. (Applied Force x Unstrained length) 
sional strain, or Y - Area Elongation , 
both stress and strain assumed small enough to prevent per-
manent deformation. The table below records the extensions 
of elongations with the corresponding stresses. 
Plate No. l. 
Tes-l: 1. Test 2 
ll"OSltHln of I Position of Avet"o.oJI, PH~<l:lo11 of IPosLHot, of Averjil1e 
Force £ id-en Ii or, Edeosi.ol') Pos:tloi, of Erl-ansion I« ict•nsfol'I 'Posliic.,i 
ApplieJ Ek-lensiol'I of Acl.1H9',t RIIW\OYll'l4 M,iia? I< e""o"{" If E ,cie,is iol\ 
Cgm.J wet s wei9ht.s CmV\I\) 
\Ne,, tr WC•!J~ S 
(MM) Cn'!ml (.t'l"l,,W (Mw,~ (Y"l','l"l'I• 
1050 1'2.. 65 r;.16 ,1. 905 !3. l" 
12.50 13.1? 14.25" 13.70 ,,. ~~ I~. ~9 14,17, 
1450 l'f.14 J;.07 14.E>O, 14.81 1,.c,b 1?,f35 
16,0 1;.04 I 5.11 15.40, ';. 5( '"·06 1s.s1; 
1850 I ;.96 t,.96 ,;.9'0 '~. 7'i lfD.1? Ho,1SO ·. 
; 

Thus for two tes 
dynes/om= 248.5 x 104 
228.5 x 104 dynes/cm. 
Fl_ 
fore Y = e a - 238.5 X 
-18-
(F} 89.18 X 104 
we obtain (e) l --.360 
dynes/am., and 
(F) 82.32 X 104 _ 
<e)2 .360 
( F} 
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CORRELATION O:B1 
EXP ER IM.Ji~NT AL RESULTS 
AND 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
rwrERPRETATION OF WAVE LENG'l1H DAT.A 
The respective values of C1. for frequencies from 
5000 cycles/sec. to 8000 cycles/sec., inclusive, were: 
6.70 x 104 om/sec., 6.48 x 104 cm/sec., 7.14 x 104 em/sec., 
6.40 x 104 cm/sec., yielding an average CL= 6.73 x 104 
cm/sec. This value of CL_ ,),_~(frequency) compares with the 
value of Ci. obtained by computing CL = ~ = 6.61 x 104 
om/sec. 'I1he two values average to 6 .. 6'7 x 104 cm/sec. 
The computed values o:f C1 = /\Tx (frequency) were: 
2.1 x 104 om/sec., 2.29 x 104 cm/sec., 2.32 x 104 cm/sec., 
2.12 x 104 em/sec. The average value of Cr is 2.20 x 104 
cm/see. We were unable to compare this value of 01' with the 
~ /~ension In fftnes 
value CT= Varea nensitycffl) ~ obtained in terms of the 
elastic constants of the material .. 
2 0 • - ' !- I 
·.
 I i···• r 
COY.JlUTA/fIONS OF ALLOWED PATTERN 
hADII Ili TERMS OF EXPERIMJ:i~NIJ.1.6\LLY 
IlErEJUlI.liBD VALUES OF AND 
P "'"'AT' 
Using the relationship x= 2{X.,._-x;Y: 
I(a) For f ::.5 .x 103 cyeles/sec.,.? ... ~r::6.117 cm .. 
"''-- ""T 
x~( .5, 1 .. 0, 1.5, ••• ) 6.117 cm. 
theoretical 
=3.058, 6.117, .... cm. = {2.39) X • 
observed 
II(a} For f= 6 x 103 eycles/sec.,~•~T=5.53 cm. ,.,.,_-in.r 
X-=2 .. 765, 5.53, ••• em • .:::-(2.6)X " 
theo. obs. 
III( a) For f= 7 X 103 cycles/sec.,~:t~ ~ 4 .. 93 
X:. 2.47, 4.93, . " " cm. = ( 2 • ~, 1 ) X • theo. obs. 
cm. 
IV(a) For f :. 8 X 103 cycles/sec .. , 9'!~}.: = 3 .. 98 cm. 
X -:. 1.99, 3.98, • • • cm • = {2.48}X • theo .. obs. 
(Average)X = (2.54)X b • 
theo. o a. 
P i\,_Ar • 
Using the relationship X:. 4· {):''":. j::rJ' ' 
I(b) F'or f:. 5 x 103 cycles/sec., 
cm • X.: ( • 25, 0 .. 5, l. 0, ••• ) 6. l 1"7 
=1.529, 3.058, 4.59, 6.117, 
II(b) For f' = 6 x 103 cycles/sec .. , 
• • • cm .. = lo2 X • 
obs. 
X-:: 1.382, 2.765., 4.14, 5.53 .... cm.=1.35 X • 
theo. obs. 
III(b) For f= 7 x 103 cycles/sec., 
x= 1 .. 23, 2.47, 3.7, 4.93, " .. cm.:a 1.35 X . theo. obs. 
IV(b) For 1'= 8 X 103 cycles/sec., 




The form of the space equation, that we have 
developed to explain the behavior of the particles, 
expresses the desired continuity of dependence of radial 
particle collection distances upon the frequency~ It was, 
therefore, disheartening to view the computed values for 
pattern spacings that averaged 2.54 and 1 .. 2,85 times the 
observed spacings for velocity and kinetic energy consider-
ations, respectively. One might like to attribute the dis-
crepancies i.n our results to faulty measurements, since only 
a decrease in the values of A1Swould be necessary to improve 
the theoretical values to the desired degree of accuracy. 
While inaccuracies in .l1 might be admitted, the agreement in 
the values of~i as dete:rmined by the two methods described in 
the da. ta section serves to justify the employment of the 
crystal phonograph cartridge method or segregated wave det-
ection, where two independent types of wave motion co-exist 
s imul ta neously. 
Though expressing the desired form of relationship be-
tween too variables involved, the resulting spacing equations 
imply to the investigator that there is definite need for 
refinement of the theoretical approach. 
The consideration of the kinetic energy of the membrane 
was not carried further because a function of the type (sin2 
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